Thanks to the spread of video-conferencing technologies for Telemedicine applications, an increasing number of people can now easily access medical specialists remotely.

Compunetix video solutions for Telemedicine are tailored to make these remote video-conferencing visits as similar as possible to in person patient-doctor experiences.

Our dedicated focus to collaboration technologies allows us to address the wide-ranging requirements of healthcare organizations.

- On-premise vs. cloud solutions
- Custom branding vs. standardized solutions
- Exclusive video connectivity vs. enhanced features (recording, desktop sharing, chat, reporting, etc.)

We go beyond commodity solutions, by helping you to find the ideal way to connect patients with your organization.

www.compunetix.com
Customized and Secure Multipoint Video Collaboration for Telemedicine

AVAILABLE APPLICATIONS

KIOSK APPLICATIONS
Patient kiosk assistance
Branded one-click, secure video kiosks

MEDICAL CALL CENTER APPLICATIONS
Remote patient diagnostics
Home healthcare
Dispatch video calls to specialists

MEDICAL TRAINING WITH Q&A INTERFACE
Healthcare education
Concierge interface for live surgery
Q&A application for large video events

STAFF COLLABORATION
H.323/SIP video room systems
Web-based/Mobile video collaboration
Data sharing applications

Applications can be deployed on-premise or in the cloud.
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